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Pre-Election Special
The Secretary of State, Capt. Mick Preston, in compliance with Article VII Section 4 of the Organic Law, has officially
announced that a General Election will be held from the Ides of June till mid July. Political Parties now have until June 10th to
register for a place on the ballots which are being sent out, by various means, to the citizens of the kingdom on June 14th. The
ballot will also be available for download from the Kingdom's website. This election will see the members of the 40th Cosa
session elected, as well as 2 senators for the provinces of Maricopa and Maritiimi-Maxhestic, where the incumbent Senator for
Maritiimi-Maxhestic, Alexander Davis, is set to hold onto his seat after receiving endorsements from all of the major political
parties of the realm.
The Campaign trail has already got underway, kicked off by the Fair Governance Party. The FGP has literally come out of
nowhere for this election. The party was formed after the breakdown of the CCCP a few months ago and was led by its one and
only member Flip Molinar. Pundits could have predicted that the one man band would finish this election with less than 5 Cosa
seats. In the past fortnight, However, the party's membership has gone up quite considerably, including the Former Minister of
Culture, Éovart Grischun, and Seneschal Ventrutx. The NSP (the other by-product from the CCCP fiasco) has disbanded and
it's party leader going to FGP also. Their campaign began with a flurry of posts on Wittenberg “announcing the fighting force”
of the party, including party adverts and banners, some of which were subject to attempted shootdowns led by Owen Edwards of
the Progressive Party and some other political figures. S:reu Edwards alleged that the adverts were negative and further went on
to attack on the FGP and it's manifesto, asking them “wheres the beef?” The Progs soon released their own updated manifesto
and also announced which party members would be awarded Cosa Seats after the election.
The RUMP, the current majority and governing party, announced their intention to stand again for election with their usual
toungue in cheek humour; a name change was announced and a cheeky new banner released.
With the campaign underway, and with things heating up, this is shaped to be a very interesting election. The questions on
everybody's lips right now are 'can the RUMP and the PP fend off the growing popularity of the FGP?' and 'can the RUMP secure
another majority?'. Be sure to read the election predictions from Danihel Lupulet in his monthly column.

MICK PRESTON
DISBANDS LRT
It has been reported to SDVM that Political Party, Long
Range Talossans (LRT), will be officially disbanded by
the party leader and sole member, Capt. Mick Preston.
The party only existed due to someone voting for the
party, which was not even on the ballot, at the last
election. To save administrative nonsense, Preston
stepped into the role of LRT party leader and member
and has served in the role until now.

Political Party Advert
Parti d'Estetz Trei
Gualieu es Agreßatíu
(GRUMP; The Get
Really Uppity and
Mean Party)

El PETGA promisa d'estarh 'n contrapharti
laxhir instüzös qi gagna l'eleziun.
The GRUMP promises to be a strong
opposition party regardless who wins the
election.

Immigration News
Who has joined the Kingdom?

Political Advert (Senatorial)

VOTE DAVIES

CURRENT CITIZEN COUNT = 1 2 6

For M - M Senate

On April 8th, Ray King arrived as a Prospective. We are unsure
as to whether or not Ray still wants the best thing money can't buy.
He has not shown face despite attempts by Lord Hooligan to
contact him.

On my summer vacation, I went to visit my gramma
in Ohio. It was very hot on the drive. We ate
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, and my brother
tried to steal mine.

John Wilberforce and Tycho Van Die both came to the
nation on April 20th. A petition has been made for Wilberforce,
however, we are yet to hear from him. Tycho Van Die, on the
other hand, has been accepted as a full citizen of the nation and of
the province of Cézembre, as of May 14.

In Ohio, I went to visit the zoo. I saw a giraffe. It
had a very long neck and was very tall. The lady
said that this was so it could eat the leaves from tall
trees. She was very nice and had red hair.

Michele Soliani became a prospective citizen on May 2nd. A
citizenship petition was made for Soliani on May 18th which led to
him becoming a citizen of Talossa and the province of Benito on
May 22nd. Michele has adopted the Talossan name of Mic'haglh
Altavilla.
David Drew has decided to join the Kingdom after dabbling in
several micronations previously. He arrived as a prospective on
May 19th while Marco Mazzini arrived on May 21st.
In related news, a debate has been ongoing as to whether inactive
citizens should be striken off the rolls after failing to vote in 3
consecutive elections. Some people, in particular the FGP
members, claim that padded rolls may in turn increase immigration
figures, while others think it will harm the nations credibility.

MinCULT QUITS
The recently appointed Minister of Culture has resigned his post
and renounced his membership from the RUMP. This is the
second time that S:r Grischun has left the RUMP since joining the
nation in February 2009. Grischun blamed his party leader and the
Seneschal's lack of leadership and guidance for his departure and
protest resignation.
Words were publicly exchanged between Grischun and Lord
Hooligan on Witt, however, both managed to keep their cool
without tempers being broken.
S:r Grischun has since aligned himself with the Fair Governance
Party (FGP).

My gramma is very old. She is very nice. When we
go to her house, we have ice cream every day, and
she reads to me from a book before I go to sleep. I
love my gramma.
The end.

PET SURVEY
UNDERWAY
The Talossan Animal Protection League and Zoological
Society (TAPZ) has began a survey of domesticated pets
owned by the citizens of our Kingdom. The survey is
being headed by TAPZ member Çelis del Þeracour.
The survey was commissioned by the previous Minister
of Culture, S:r Grischun, who is also the chairman and
founder of TAPZ. It was supposed to be a joint project,
with TAPZ collecting information for a wildlife guide
being written by the Ministry of Culture. However, the
survey is now being handled in full by TAPZ and it is
currently unknown if the wildlife guide will still be
produced by Grischun or by his Ministry successor.

PARTY FOCUS
Fair Governance Party (FGP)
Written by
Flip Molinar and Éovart Grischun

As election time approaches, it is important that we are informed on the issues upon which this election will be decided.
What choices need to be made? How can we improve the lives’ of our citizenry and increase the noteworthiness and overall
exposure of our fair and robust nation? Perhaps the most important question is this: How can we as Talossans ensure the
continued prosperity, equality, and overall quirkiness of our great society?
IT IS TIME that our government works not just to maintain, but to further our country by focusing deeply on our culture.
The Talossan Language must be allowed to grow and in doing so, gain usage not only within the confines of CUG discussions
and publications, but in everyday conversations and legislation as well. Therefore, The FGP will promote and work to
develop more materials in and about El Glheþ. This will include general and special interest literary creation. We will also
introduce the nation's inaugural “Artistic Olympic Games”.
IT IS TIME that we had an active Wargames Bureau. The FGP applaud the current efforts of Owen Edwards in his work to
create a Talossan Wargame. We hope that Owen will continue in the role of National Gamesmaster under an FGP
government and we will work to support him in the tasks of the bureau.
IT IS TIME that our history is brought up to date and maintained. We will work to achieving this task along with the
National Archivist. We will also work on finding a way to back up the ProBoards Wittenberg for prosperity sakes.
IT IS TIME that Talossa achieves a greater level of credibility upon the Worlds Stage. The FGP will deliver our manifesto
pledges of currency and stamps within 4 months and official government seals and stationery within 1 month. We will also
work to increase the Kingdom's web based presence and work to expose the nation to the world through various media.
IT IT TIME that the Kingdom is allowed to take the next steps forward, IT IS TIME that the Kingdom had a more
transparent and efficient government, IT IS TIME that Talossa shines and IT IS TIME for the FGP!

POETRY
CONTEST 2009
Owen Edwards has organized a poetry contest for citizens to
participate in. Edwards will judge the contest, on his merits
as a published poet, along with, perhaps, the King. The
entries can be of any length, style and subject and the
closing date is penciled in as June 15th. The winning
entries may be included into a small chapbook.Edwards has
also invited citizens of the Republic to take part in the
contest as a gesture of Pan-Talossan cultural exchange.
TO ENTER A POEM INTO THE CONTEST ALL YOU
NEED TO DO IS SEND YOUR ENTRIES TO OWEN
EDWARDS DIRECTLY.

WOOPS!
Corrections, Retractions & Follow Ups

Last Month's Main Article (titled “HOLIDAY OF HATRED”)
contained an error. The sub header read that this year
celebrated the 25th anniversary of the holiday when in actual
fact it is the 26th anniversary. All other information and dates
in the article are believed to be correct.
__________
Last month we reported on Joseph Walkland, who returned to
Talossa after an extended period of disappearance. We
reported that we were yet to hear from the immigration
department on whether S:r Walkland will be allowed to return
without a renewed citizenship petition.
It has since come to our attention that Walkland did not
officially 'Strike Out' and that his citizenship is still active.

Parlamînt Naziunál
A Look At The Bills From The May Clark

39RZ19 Order of the Bonacon Act
- - A bill that will require the formation of an order of merit for entertainers (Talossan and non-Talossan, alike).
- - (This bill was clarked again following a veto from the King in the previous clark).
The Act has PASSED the Cosâ
The Act has FAILED the Senäts.
39RZ23 The Geneva Convention Adherence Act
- - An bill that will require the Kingdom to adhere to the Geneva Conventions. Specifically conventions I, II, III, and IV, as
well as all subsequently issued "additional protocols."
The Act has PASSED the Cosâ
The Act has PASSED the Senäts.
Vote Of Confidence Results:
ÜC
NON

=
=

166
13

PARTY FOCUS
Really Unpopular Majority Party (RUMP)
Written by
Lord Hooligan

The RUMP comes before the nation to proudly announce that after long and laborious discussions, an agreement has been
hammered out, and my fine party is happy to make it public that it is now officially in coälition with itself. This political
alliance that the RUMP has now formally created with the largest party in Talossa will, it is hoped, prove beneficial to
both signatories...and to the RUMP specifically. This coälition is perhaps unique in Talossan politics, in that during
discussions leading to the agreement, not a single issue was identified in which disagreement was found. The RUMP thus
enters into this coälition without any compromise, or any accommodation, standing (well, sitting) strong for each and every
one of its positions.
In keeping with its tradition, the RUMP (which has long been some kind of force in, or at least a feature of, Talossan politics)
adopts a new name for its acronym with each general election. For the elections to the 40th Cosa, the RUMP declares itself to
be El Parti Maxhorità Trei Unpopular (PMTU) / The Really Unpopular Majority Party (RUMP). With this
proud eponym, the RUMP sallies forth into the upcoming campaign, and urges the electorate to HOLD YOUR NOSE
AND VOTE RUMP!
The RUMP believes in more of the same, and that there is nothing better for this nation than to continue all of the initiatives
that the RUMP has created. We came up with the economic system, and we planned the coins and stamps, and we'll continue
working on it. We refinished the cabinet, and we've done our best to find people who will stick with the cabinet posts and
work them, and we'll try again next time. We organized the royal household, and created the college of arms and our
members have always kept that place going, and will. We have put the nation's culture above anything else, and made the
Ministry of Culture as important to our nation as it is today, and our members have worked tirelessly on cultural matters, from
the language to football to opera. We have managed to somehow make a lot of people mad at us, but it was only for fun -everyone loves a good RUMP. We have done a lot in the past and the nation knows we'll do a lot in the future. Even while we
joke about how lazy we are. Now pour me another beer -- The Princess Bride is coming on.
With due deference to our coälition partner, the RUMP believes that the electorate would be well-served to....
VOTE RUMP in the coming election.

Provincial Roundup
Benito:
Vicere Owen Edwards, in King John's name, on the 5th of May, promulgated the new Constitution of Benito. It was Vicere
Edwards' first act of office since assuming the role last month.
The Benito Corporative Chamber was in recess for the month of May.
Cézembre:
The Senator for Cézembre, X. Pol Briga, has reached out to the citizens of the province to come to him with any issues that
they feel need to be addressed by him. This comes following the debates regarding the Senats Reform Amendment
Atatürk .
Çelis del Þeracour has begun work as the Premier of the Province. It is believed she has attempted to initiate discussions off
Wittenberg with her fellow provincial citizens.
----Absolutely nothing else has happened in our nations provinces, which is the way we seem to like it.

Felicia Nadaliça
Citizen Birthdays in June

June 1: Matáiwos Vürinalt
June 4: PatsyKliene
June 5: Matador
June 10: Tiano
June 15: Cody Ellsworth
June 19: Lord Q
June 22: Al Simmerman
June 23: Terry Wallace
June 27: Ross McKenzie
June 28: Pelereu d'Ursüm

The (Incomplete) Former Rumpers Banner – See How Unpopular We Are???
Hold Your Nose And Vote Rump!

Elections in The Republic of Talossa
There have been three consecutive elections held in the Republic of Talossa this month. A ballot for for the fifth President of
the Republic was held, plus a by-election for a seat in the Chamber of Deputies, as well as a referendum for ratification of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution (Cleanup) Bill. All the ballots took place in the same time frame, from midnight on
17 May to midnight on 30 May. As opposed to the full month used in Kingdom elections, a two-week voting cycle is mandated
by Republic law.
The fifth President of the Republic of Talossa was inaugurated on June 1st. Txec Danihél dàl Már (non-partisan) won
the election, beating after Kane dàl Navâ, Gödafrïeu Valcádac'h and D. N. Vercáriâ. He recieved 45.5% of the first round
vote count and 54.5% in the final round. 11 out of 21 eligible citizens voted.
Prior to the election dàl Már released a statement;
““The revolution is a success. Some would have us believe we are always on the brink of doom. I say we are on the
brink of something worthy. A tweak here and there and let's air up the tires and we can roll into a glorious future! “”
Meanwhile, Cauvesc Carlüs Xheráltsëfiglheu has won the by-election for the seat in The Chamber of Deputies.
Both the Presidential election and the by-election for the seat in the Chamber of Deputies were carried out by means of Single
Transferable Vote (STV) using a service known as Demochoice. Republic elections are conducted under secret ballot, which
is a requirement of both law (Electoral Code 2.2b) and Constitution (II.1.2 and II.2.14). Miestrâ Patricâsëfiglhâ Schivâ, the
Secretár d'Éstat for the Republic said,
“It is, I think, one of the major democratic gains of the Revolution of June 2004. Recent Royalist citizens may not
remember how badly former King Robert abused the "public ballot" system of the OrgLaw to identify, isolate and abuse
dissenters, and to award the craven and sycophantic. I personally think that there's no free democracy without a secret
ballot, but of course opinions may differ.”
The citizens of the Republic also voted to amend the constitution. 9RC3, the Fourtheenth Amendment to the
Constitution (Cleanup) Bill removes an ambiguity around the times that the President of the Republic can call elections
of the Chamber of Deputies; and will require that at least 30 voters participate in a Chamber of Deputies election before the
Senäts can be activated. Citizens had the choice to abstain from voting in the referendum.
The referendum to amend the constitution was carried out using a service known as BallotBin. Again this was conducted under
secret ballot.
“Ballotbin and DemoChoice are services which are not only secret and reliable, but fully automate the counting.”
added Schivâ, “With the Single Transferable Vote system we use to elect our representatives, making the counting easy to do
is very important! These systems are only used as a convention by the SoS's office, and the law allows us to use any system
which is convenient.”
BallotBin was discovered for use by former Secretary of State Jay Shorten and DemoChoice was discovered by Deputy
Inxheneu Crovâ.

PARTY FOCUS
Progressive Party (PP)
Written by
Owen Edwards

Basically, this is so short not only because I had no time to write it, but also because our key promises
are so concise and clear and magnificent. The Progressives want to be grown ups about the Republic and
make better friends with them by just, yknow, talking to them in an official but informal level. We want
Talossa to be a responsible member of the international community and we want to strengthen our sense
of identity by coming together in a national humanitarian aid fund. We want to further reform the way
the Ziu works to make it more efficient and to make members of the Ziu more accountable to their
constituents. We like friendship, responsibility, identity and democracy, basically. And beating back alien
invasions. If you like these things too, vote Progressive!"

Letter & Emails to The Editor
Azul, Eovart!
I'm write to you to bring my thanx on that you've published on me in the last SDVM issue! and i'd like to congratulate you, I like
that magazine that you make, and I'll definitely download the next issue, and the next one, and the next after next one too!:) i like
the creative way our ministry of culture works, so thank you!:) wish you a good morning (excuse me i dont know your time - in
russia that's the early morning now) and if i have any ideas for the magazine - i count to share them with you!
Faithfully yours,
Alexandreu L. Bisquinc
(Via Wittenberg Private Message)
First of all, much-better for printing! Bravo on this. The yellow can go, though. You've enough color in this publication without
the yellow boxes which just get in the way. Always remember that less is more.
Happily, the content remains voluminous. I did not know about the diplomacy game going on. It takes incredible effort for
something like this to last, and a monthly publication date is a very workable schedule.
Looking forward to June...
GV
(Via E-Mail)
Hi Éovart!
Presently an election (President), a by-election (one seat in the Chamber of Deputies) and a referendum (constitutional
amendments) are due over here, so what about sending your reporters across the border, so that they can report about some
highlights of the political life in the Republic? Including exclusive interviews with candidates and observers and all that jazz...
D. N. Vercáriâ
(Via Witt X I I )
Azul, amic Eóvart, and thank you for the opportunity to address our fellow countryfolk in the Royalist part of our nation.
If you have any further questions, don't hestitate to ask.
Miestrâ Patricâsëfiglhâ Schivâ
Secretár d'Éstat, Repúblicâ Talossán
(Via E-Mail - a reply to SDVM in regards to reporting the Republic elections)
(A section of this message has been omitted, however, has been used in the article “Elections in the Republic of Talossa”)

Our Monthly Column From The Editor of SDVM;

Éovart Grishun

Election Fever 2009
This month, I must state that my column reflects
my own personal views and not that of any
political party and not of the magazine.
***
Of course, the readers of this magazine will be expecting
me to talk about the FGP and how great it is, or try to use
my column to bring down the opposing parties, however, I
am not going to. Instead I would like to take this
opportunity to do something a little different ... Give
Gratitude.
Yes, thats right, I want to thank some people. Firstly, I want
to thank my fellow party members for working hard during
this campaign. Every contribution has been valuable to both
myself and Flip Molinar, the party leader. Then on that note
a thanks to Flip for bringing me into the FGP and for being a
good friend during this campaign and not just a colleague.
I want to thank Owen Edwards for being a first class gent in
this campaign. He has stood for election with honor and I
admire his style. Although Owen and myself have
exchanged blows during the run up to this election, and we
have had some serious differences of opinion, I want to
thank him for being an opponent with decency. I do not
share Owen's “progressive” or “neo-peculiarist” ideologies,
but he is a guy who will give it his all for his country,
whether he is right or wrong. I can not fault that quality in
the slightest.
I would now like to take a moment to reach out to all
Talossans, in the hopes that some inactive citizens read this
magazine and hear this message. Please do not let apathy
into our election. I urge you to send your ballot back with a
vote, no matter which party that may be. Your voice really
does matter, don't let it go unheard.
Now, only God in Heaven knows for sure what is in store for
the future of our political arena. We politicians are now in
the hands of the electorate and I want to wish each and every
party leader the very best of luck. Every MC acts on the
belief that what they do on a day to day basis is for the
benefit of the Kingdom, no matter what their beliefs and
ideologies are. This sometimes goes overlooked, and I want
us all to recognize this for just one moment. Political
differences aside, I wish you all the best.

Stil da Vida's Monthly Column of Hate + Keyboard;

Danihel Lupulet

Agitprop Galore

Before anything, I would like to point out that I
speak for myself only and do not represent the
RUMP or the Stil da Vida magazine. But to
continue...
Well, the kind editor has asked me to write my column
about the upcoming election, and so far not much has
happened. The FGP have published their manifesto,
hopefully the RUMP will do so soon, there was a little debate
about the ‘three strikes’ law (which everyone except Sir Fritz
seemed to like), the PP and FGP apparently don’t like each
other, and that’s just about it. So instead of writing about the
campaigns of the parties, I’ll write about my predictions
about how the election will go.
Firstly, I think that the RUMP will lose the minority and,
again, win a small majority of the Cosa (my guess is 105 seats
in the end go to RUMP, the RUMP will probably give some
seats as the King’s Perogative). Why? Because not that much
has happened to decrease the RUMP’s popularity. Sure,
there have been some disagreements between Seneschal
Ventrutx and some minority leaders, but they wouldn’t have
voted RUMP anyway. And let’s not forget the hoards of
inactives who will vote RUMP out of loyalty. There will
probably be a similar distribution of seats within the party.
But what of the (sometimes more interesting to watch)
minority parties? The FGP has rocketed up in popularity,
even recruiting our dear Editor, and I think that it will get
about the same number of votes as the PP (I would guess 40
seats each). As for the CRO, DPD, GRUMP and RDP, I
think that they’re going to be one/two seat parties
(depending on how many people vote) as I haven’t seen any
evidence of support for these parties outside of their
founders.
As for the Senate, Maritiimi-Maxhestic and Maricopa will be
up for election. Maritiimi-Maxhestic already has an extremely
capable Senator in Alexander Davis. He would be nuts not
to run and the population would be nuts not to vote for him.
However, the Senator of Maricopa, Olaf Brainerd, should
probably not get too comfortable in his seat. He has missed a
couple of Clarks (by my memory, and that’s what’s going to
count) and I think if a party nominates a reasonably capable
candidate, that candidate is going to win.
In conclusion, I would first like everyone to remember this
only if I’m mostly right. Secondly, an impassioned call for all
of you to vote RUMP, because Danihel wants more of his
sweet, sweet power. Mwahahahahahahaha...

GV
Stil da Vida Monthly
welcomes a guest columnist,
Gödafrïeu Válcadác'h

Talossa to me is a people filled with such bright and shining
minds which, were they to act in concert, would be
unstoppable: Miestrâ and Xhorxh...Hooligan and Dieter...Kane
and Fritz...JJ and JKK... Yet the most-influential people of both
countries (and you know who you are), some of whom have
been my best friends in Talossa, are helping to keep Talossa
from becoming its best. Our Golden Age is yet to come!

What Talossa Means to Me

Yet the Republic must continue to exist. And it must thrive
(sorry, Hooligan). Until that glorious day that shall come
through means as-yet-unforeseen when a united Talossa shall
be a comfortable and safe place for all, the Republic and
Kingdoms must stand together as nations separate to make for
places where so many with wildly-divergent views
can come to, as Art Verbotten put it years ago, the porch-light
that is Talossa.

Those of you who know me will know my history with
Talossa Those that don't are about to get a history lesson.

I am one of the "Wired" kids. Along with Margretâ
Proßelitéir of California and Mic'háglh Dînitz of
Somewhere-up-Northeast-U.S., I found out about Talossa
through the extensive article written by Alex Blumberg Yet the Kingdom must continue to exist. And like the
and published in the March 2000 issue (issue 8.03) of Wired Republic, it must thrive (sorry, Kane, but it's true). Ah,
magazine.
paradox.
[Link to article:
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/8.03/kingdoms.html]

The Kingdom of Talossa, territorial anomalies notwithstanding,
must recognize the Republic of Talossa as an independent
sovereign state in the spirit of World Singular Secession. If
I read the article in March, but I forgot about it. In May
France
and
Spain
can
rule
2000 (and I remember exactly where I was and the moment Andorra together, then the two Talossas can rule over
in which it happened), I suddenly remembered the article Florenciâ, Maricopa, etc. together as well.
and checked out www.talossa.com. I made my first post to
what was then Wittenberg VI on 6 June 2000 and along Personality anomalies notwithstanding, the Republic of Talossa
with the other Wired kids and the former Queen Amadâ must (if not already) recognize the Kingdom of Talossa
Ascúnsväts became a citizen of the Kingdom on 5 August independent sovereign state in the spirit of World Singular
2000 at the Living Cosâ. I was not at the event, but I did Secession. Both states are, in different ways, equal heirs to the
phone in. I spoke with JJ, Ben, and Dixhêt Conâ. pre-1-June-2004 Talossa, and are both, in their own ways, direct
descendants
and
direct
continuances
of
Talossa to me is a community built around the creative the old Kingdom.
output stemming from Ben Madison's declaration of
independence of 26 December 1979. Because of this, I Most-importantly, we must visit each other's Wittenbergs, and
cannot regard either today's Kingdom of Talossa or the get the healing started. It will take many years to make a single
Republic of Talossa founded on 1 June 2004 as the sole Talossan state come about, but it can and must be done - in the
embodiment of Talossa.
fullness of time.
Both are the twin halves of Talossa. In the Kingdom lies the
legal tradition and part of the social continuity going back to
1979. In the Republic lies the further evolution of Talossan
legal tradition (though not the tradition itself) as well as the
far-greater continuity of the direct day-to-day society of the
Kingdom of Talossa going back to 1979.

In the meantime, let's have two thriving Talossan communities
while we make a greater one to come!
Viva Talossa!!
http://witt12.talossa.org
http://www.talossa.proboards32.com

Talossa to me is a nation torn in two by people who are no
longer around. Talossa is being kept apart by wounds that
still smart, personalities, and wildly divergent visions of what GV
Talossa's governance should be.

Contacting the Magazine
Stil da Vida is brought to you by Éovart Grischun , as a non-governmental project. All
fan mail, letters and complaints should be sent via the following channels.
Contact by Email
eovart@kingdomoftalossa.net
Contact by IM Service
MSN: aero.smith@hotmail.co.uk (no email inbox – IM ONLY)
Gtalk: eddiegrice@sky.com (email inbox available)
You can also send a private message via Wittenberg.
ALL EMAIL, IMs and PMs ARE CHECKED DAILY!

